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When I served as a law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, during the
United States Supreme Court’s 1997–1998 term, I found the death penalty
cases by far the most emotionally wrenching part of the job. Several times
every week, some person was scheduled to die somewhere in the country
(usually in Texas or Virginia), and so the Justices and clerks would be on alert
day and often into the night, waiting to receive any appeals or motions that
might be filed.

One night I remember sitting in my office with several clerks from other
chambers discussing our role in the administration of the death penalty. Of
course, in one sense we had no role at all. After all, clerks make no decisions
on legal cases; Justices do. But viewed from a broader perspective, we as
clerks were part of the administrative bureaucracy of the killing state. We
talked that night about the possibility that, perhaps decades in the future, if
the death penalty comes to be seen in this country as a human rights abuse, we
might be called to account for our complicity. And as we all know, “I was just
following orders” would not likely be a valid excuse.

This sort of soul searching is just one example of the myriad indirect
cultural byproducts of capital punishment in American society. Nevertheless,
although legal scholars, criminologists, legislators, religious leaders, and others
have long debated the pros and cons of the death penalty as a moral or policy
matter, few have attempted to discuss systematically what might be called the

1. Of the 142 people executed in the United States between January 1997 and December
1998, fifty-seven of those executions were carried out by the State of Texas and twenty-two by
the State of Virginia. No other state had more than nine during the same period. Bureau of
(stating that of sixty-eight executions that year, twenty were carried out by Texas and thirteen by
Virginia); Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Bulletin: Capital Punishment 1997,
NCJ 172881, at 1 (stating that of seventy-four executions that year, thirty-seven were carried out
by Texas and nine by Virginia).

2. Cf. The Charter and Judgment of the Nürnberg Tribunal: History and Analysis;
1949.V.7 (1949) (rejecting the suggestion that, where an act in question is an act of State, those
who carry out the act are not personally responsible).

Feingold) (addressing the fairness of administration of death penalty); 147 Cong. Rec. H3265
(daily ed. June 20, 2001) (statement of Rep. Lewis) (asserting death penalty is “not worthy of a
great Nation”); Walter Berns, For Capital Punishment: Crime and the Morality of the Death
Penalty 8–9 (1979) (arguing that, though death penalty is a “terrible punishment, [there are
terrible crimes and terrible criminals” deserving such punishment as a moral matter); Louis P.
Pojman & Jeffery Reiman, The Death Penalty: For and Against (1998) (presenting an essay for
each side of death penalty debate); Ernest van den Haag & John P. Conrad, The Death Penalty:
A Debate (1983) (articulating various arguments for and against death penalty); Hugo Adam Bedau
& Michael L. Radelet, Miscarriages of Justice in Potentially Capital Cases, 40 Stan. L. Rev. 21,
56–64 (1987) (setting forth statistical analysis of capital cases involving potentially innocent
defendants in the United States in the twentieth century); Stephen B. Bright, Will the Death
Penalty Remain Alive in the Twenty-First Century?: International Norms, Discrimination,
Arbitrariness, and the Risk of Executing the Innocent, 2001 Wis. L. Rev. 1, 4–10 (2001) (arguing
that poor quality of defense counsel in criminal cases and risk of executing innocent render death
penalty fundamentally unfair); Conference, The Death Penalty in the Twenty-First Century, 45
cultural life of capital punishment: the social, psychological, and symbolic meanings embedded in both the fact that we sanction such state violence and the method by which this violence is carried out.4

Austin Sarat’s *When the State Kills* offers this type of cultural approach. Although Sarat clearly and unequivocally positions himself in opposition to capital punishment,5 he offers something far different from the usual set of policy arguments about, for example, whether capital punishment truly deters crime6 or whether imposition of the death penalty poses an undue risk that

---


5. Sarat summarizes his objections to capital punishment in the introduction:

State killing damages us all, calling into question the extent of the difference between the killing done in our name and the killing that all of us would like to stop and, in the process, weakening, not strengthening, democratic political institutions. It leaves America angrier, less compassionate, more intolerant, more divided, further from, not closer to, solutions to our most pressing problems.

Austin Sarat, *When the State Kills* 15–16 (2001) [hereinafter Sarat, *When the State Kills*].

innocent people will be executed. Instead, Sarat, a leading figure in the Law and Society movement and co-founder of the Department of Law, Jurisprudence, and Social Thought at Amherst College, seeks to explore the interrelationship between capital punishment and American culture. Utilizing scholarly approaches drawn from sociology, literary criticism, cultural studies, and political science, Sarat illuminates the ways in which the official legal regime of capital punishment creates, reflects, and reinforces broader cultural attitudes about crime and punishment. Moreover, he argues that the destructive long term cultural consequences of the death penalty provide a reason for abolition over and above any criminological or doctrinal arguments against the practice. In short, he demands that we consider “what the death penalty does to us, not just what it does for us.”

Thus, When the State Kills offers both a powerful intervention in the ongoing debate about capital punishment and an opportunity to consider more generally the benefits of studying law through a cultural lens. Recently, Paul Kahn has argued that a cultural analysis of law could free cultural legal scholars from the need to offer normative arguments that seek to improve legal doctrine or practice. Instead, Kahn encouraged those studying law as a cultural system to move “away from normative inquiries into particular reforms and toward thick description of the world of meaning that is the rule of law.” According to Kahn, if scholars can resist being seduced into focusing on the policy implications of their work, they will better study law the way a religious studies scholar studies religion: not from the perspective of one who is committed to advancing the practice under consideration, but as a more disinterested observer seeking simply to understand the cultural meaning of the practice. Kahn argued that it is a mistake for scholars to be too invested in legal practice, regardless of whether they see themselves as law’s custodians or law’s reformers. Rather, we would be better off suspending our belief in law’s rule altogether, thereby allowing us to analyze legal practice without a

purporting to show that capital punishment has little or no deterrent effect), and Ernest van den Haag, In Defense of the Death Penalty: A Legal-Practical-Moral Analysis, 14 Crim. L. Bull. 51, 57–61 (1978) (citing studies suggesting that death penalty does have some deterrent effects).


8. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 14.
10. See id. at 3–6.
11. Id. at 3.
Kahn’s argument recalls decades of debate about so-called “law and . . .” scholarship. Starting with the legal realist attack on formalism in the early part of the twentieth century, critical legal scholars have long argued that law study and discourse must encompass more than legal doctrine itself. In many respects this critique has been successful. Certainly fields such as economics or political science have made substantial inroads within legal scholarship and judicial decisionmaking, and one is hard pressed to find too many doctrinaire legal formalists remaining among either academics or legal practitioners.

Nevertheless, as Kahn’s book makes clear, a cultural analysis of law is still not adequately embraced at law schools around the country. Although formalism is out of favor, most legal scholarship and law school courses continue to be focused on legal doctrine and concerned with arguments attempting either to justify or reform legal rules. And while this “doctrinalist” approach now embraces certain limited fields of interdisciplinary scholarship, analysis of the cultural, sociological, psychological, and symbolic significance of law remains mostly outside the ambit of “mainstream” legal debates about doctrine and reform.

I believe such marginalization of cultural analysis is unfortunate. Accordingly, although I embrace Kahn’s argument that a cultural study of law is essential whether or not such study suggests ways of reforming legal practice, I fear he may be conceding too much by relegating cultural analysis to a world wholly outside of legal academia’s reformist emphasis. As I hope to suggest in this Review Essay, viewing law through a cultural lens not only creates a separate and autonomous body of important knowledge about law (as Kahn recognizes), it also can provide useful insights into just the sort of normative questions that are at the heart of doctrinal or policy oriented debates.

Thus, the cultural analysis of law is both a vital field of academic knowledge in its own right and a way of shedding new light on practical questions concerning legal rules and institutions. A cultural approach ensures that we will always attend to the important relationship between law and culture: how legal institutions construct social reality, how “law talk” gets dispersed throughout the culture, how individuals deploy and resist legal norms, and how law symbolically reflects and reinforces deep cultural attitudes, fears, or beliefs. This broader view of law can provide a distinctive framework for recontextualizing established legal doctrine or reconceiving intractable policy debates. Indeed, Sarat’s book concludes by employing his

---

12. For a particularly elegant discussion of the need for multiple approaches due to the fact that no single explanatory framework can satisfactorily describe human action, see Arthur Allen Leff, Law and, 87 Yale L.J. 989 (1978).

13. Thus, while a cultural analysis of law need not be yoked to the demands of policymaking (and may even benefit from resisting the policy audience, see Austin Sarat & Susan Silbey, The Pull of the Policy Audience, 10 L. & Pol’y 97, 140–42 (1988)), we should nevertheless recognize that such scholarship often may yield important policy insights.
cultural analysis to support the argument that the death penalty violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process guarantee, whether or not one believes it to be cruel and unusual punishment in all situations. Accordingly, *When the State Kills* allows us to see the ways in which paying attention to law as a cultural practice is an essential component even of more doctrinally focused legal scholarship and teaching.

Part I of this Review Essay briefly summarizes the critical legal tradition from which Sarat’s work arises. Part II then uses Sarat’s book to identify four specific benefits of a cultural analysis of law. First, such an analysis can help us to go beyond the stated rationale for legal norms by considering the symbolic content of those norms. Second, a study of law that includes cultural and sociological investigation can provide us with “on the ground” data concerning the ways in which those who participate in or experience the legal system actually understand, respond to, manipulate, or resist legal norms. Third, studying the narratives used in official legal settings offers insights about the way law’s stories both structure and reflect our experience of the world. Fourth, a broader understanding of what counts as legal discourse allows us to see how the “law talk” that is diffused throughout everyday life and popular culture can become a source of alternative conceptions about law. Each of these benefits, in addition to providing a deeper awareness of how law functions as a cultural mechanism for constructing meaning, also opens up new avenues for discussing normative questions about legal doctrine itself. And, as the Conclusion to this Review Essay points out, cultural analysis, by complicating our assumptions about the relationship of law to society, can even be seen as supporting a more robust democratic discourse.

Of course, interdisciplinary legal scholars have been identifying (and demonstrating) these benefits for decades. The lesson, however, cannot be reiterated too often. We must continually remind ourselves of the need to study law in a broader context, and we must continue to ensure that those who are concerned with reforming legal doctrine consider the insights of scholars drawing from the humanities and social sciences (and not just economics or public choice theory). Moreover, Sarat’s book, though it does not purport to be a detailed ethnographic study, provides a particularly useful vehicle for discussing the advantages of a cultural approach. Because it is intended to speak to a popular audience, *When the State Kills* allows us to see how a cultural analysis of law might actually contribute to public discourse.

Capital punishment is fast becoming a peculiarly American institution. Indeed, while nearly every other industrialized nation has abolished the practice, the death penalty in America continues to be imposed regularly

---

14. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 246–60; see also infra text accompanying notes 227–239.
15. See infra notes 20–50 and accompanying text.
and remains overwhelmingly popular. Thus, support for capital punishment, whatever its defects, appears to be the product of deep cultural imperatives within American society, and scholars considering the impact of state sanctioned killing must attend not only to the criminological issues involved, but to these cultural factors as well.

Moreover, the death penalty and its legal institutions inevitably construct our cultural reality even as they reflect it. Sarat argues that “[s]tate killing diminishes us by damaging our democracy, legitimating vengeance, intensifying racial divisions, and distracting us from the challenges that the new century poses for America.” Whether one agrees with these particular conclusions or not, anyone seriously interested in wrestling with the question of capital punishment must address the kinds of arguments Sarat raises and consider carefully the many subtle effects of the death penalty on our society. Thus, Sarat’s addition to the death penalty debate demonstrates the ways in which a cultural analysis of law can generate both important descriptive insights about our society and useful normative arguments about legal and cultural reform.

19. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 250.
I. CONTEXTUALIZING A CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF LAW

Sarat’s approach, which I have been calling a cultural analysis of law, grows out of the tradition of sociolegal scholarship that extends from the early days of legal realism in the first part of the twentieth century through the founding of the Law and Society Association in the early 1960s. Broadly speaking, the realist critique operated from the premise that legal doctrine is inherently indeterminate, and therefore decisions about contested doctrinal issues always are decided based on nondoctrinal factors. Law and society research in the 1960s and 1970s extended the realist critique, pushing a progressive agenda that sought to use law instrumentally to achieve distributional justice. Nevertheless, although the legal realists and early law

---

20. Although one could view the cultural analysis of law as something wholly separate from a sociological study of law, cf. Austin Sarat & Jonathan Simon, Beyond Legal Realism?: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies, and the Situation of Legal Scholarship, 13 Yale J.L. & Human. 3, 5 (2001) [hereinafter Sarat & Simon, Beyond Legal Realism?] (“One way to make sense of this turn to culture is to relate it to the parallel decline of ‘the social’ . . . .”), I believe such a rigid distinction is unhelpful, particularly given that an interest in the cultural analysis of law largely developed out of the context of sociolegal scholarship and is now being advanced by many of the same people who were leaders in the Law and Society movement, including Sarat himself. Thus, I define a cultural analysis of law to include both more traditional sociological approaches to legal study and the more recent constitutive approach I discuss infra. See also id. at 7 (“We see cultural analysis and cultural studies less as competitors against the multitude of intellectual programs already operating in (what might be called) the post-realist legal landscape . . . and more as valuable supplements to the altered environment of the present.”).


23. Indeed, a commitment to distributional equality was in the background, if not the foreground, of a number of pioneering law and society studies. See, e.g., David Caplovitz, The
and society scholars challenged aspects of the legal order, they retained a faith in the legal enterprise as a whole. At this stage in the development of law and society research, there was a taken-for-granted understanding of the nature of justice and an unembarrassed commitment to the project of using social research to promote justice through law.

Thus, scholars focused on the gap between “law on the books” and “law in action” in order to suggest better ways of implementing a just legal order. For example, an American Bar Foundation Survey of the Administration of Criminal Justice in the 1950s and 1960s found that the exercise of discretion among regulators and the police was one factor preventing the criminal justice system from operating consistently with the progressive ideals being articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in that era. The focus, in this and other “gap studies,” was to identify and explain deviations from the regulatory ideal. However, “[i]mplicit in most of this research was the assumption that the state regulatory policies, like the goals of the criminal justice system, represented an appropriate starting point for a researcher strongly committed to social justice.”

Subsequent sociolegal scholars criticized these gap studies and “raised questions about the ability of the liberal state, even in the best of times and with the best intentions, to realize social justice.” In these works, law was still seen in instrumental terms, but as a force that actually thwarts meaningful reform. These scholars expressed “skepticism about the power of litigation to promote social change, about claims of right generally, about the helpfulness of due process hearings for welfare recipients, the usefulness of consumer rights, the proliferation of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, and the

Poor Pay More: Consumer Practices of Low-Income Families 179–92 (1963) (summarizing findings regarding consumer practices affecting low income people and suggesting various reforms); Jerome E. Carlin et al., Civil Justice and the Poor, at ix (1966) (“Those of us who years ago were concerned solely with what I might call orthodox issues of civil rights have, little by little and for a time not fully realizing it, been dealing more and more with questions of poverty . . . .”); Joel F. Handler, Social Movements and the Legal System: A Theory of Law Reform and Social Change 191–233 (1978) (summarizing study of attempts by social movements to use court action to achieve concrete changes); Marc Galanter, Why the “Haves” Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 Law. & Soc’y Rev. 95, 135–51 (1974) (suggesting reforms that might address systemic advantages of “repeat players” in civil justice system over individuals or “one-shotters”).

26. Id. at 4–5. The analysis of the results from the survey was published in five volumes: Robert O. Dawson, Sentencing: The Decision as to Type, Length, and Conditions of Sentence (1969); Wayne R. LaFave, Arrest: The Decision to Take a Suspect Into Custody (1965); Frank W. Miller, Prosecution: The Decision to Charge a Suspect with a Crime (1969); Donald J. Newman, Conviction: The Determination of Guilt or Innocence Without Trial (1966); Lawrence P. Tiffany et al., Detection of Crime: Stopping and Questioning, Search and Seizure, Encouragement and Entrapment (1967).
27. Garth & Sarat, Justice and Power, supra note 21, at 5.
28. Id. at 6 (citations omitted).
autonomy of the legal profession.” This period also saw the emergence of critical legal studies scholarship challenging the classic doctrines of American law and legal education, including contracts, torts, and corporations, as well as antidiscrimination and labor law. Some analyses argued that appeals to reason or principle are inevitably incoherent and that the resolution of legal questions is therefore inherently political. Others focused on the suppression of alternative values by dominant ideologies. Still others


31. Peter Gabel has provided a trenchant summary of this strand of critical scholarship. Peter Gabel, Founding Father Knows Best: The Search by the Framed for the Intent of the Framers, in The Bank Teller and Other Essays on the Politics of Meaning 139 (2000). According to Gabel, critical legal scholars have argued that there is no such thing as a distinctively “legal” way of deciding when workers have the right to strike under the National Labor Relations Act, or whether industries that dump toxic wastes into rivers and lakes are creating a “nuisance” giving rise to actions for money damages under tort law. Since the law itself is always indeterminate in its application with a stock range of arguments on all sides, Critical Legal Studies writers assert that the resolution of these issues always requires frank political choices, that a legal argument is simply an opinion about the right and wrong dressed up in an elite, technical discourse. The radical aim of this work is not simply to show that all legal decisions are actually political decisions, but to undermine the legitimacy of “legal reasoning” itself as a powerful symbol of cultural authority, a symbol that tends—along with other such fetishized symbols as flags, black robes, and the elevated judicial “bench”—to reinforce people’s passivity before imposing cultural institutions like the Supreme Court, which is imagined to be the repository of a wisdom inaccessible to the average person and the oracle of American political truth. In alliance with the deconstructionist work of Jacques Derrida and the related work of Michel Foucault on the multiple ways that “official” forms of knowledge tend to crush people’s self-confidence and sense of self-activity, this strand of critical legal scholarship means to expose “the law” as basically a lot of posturing baloney, and to empower people to think and feel for themselves.

Id. at 140–41.


33. See generally, e.g., Gerald E. Frug, The Ideology of Bureaucracy in American Law, 97 Harv. L. Rev. 1276, 1276 (1984) (describing ways in which corporate and administrative law naturalize bureaucratic power and ultimately erode democratic interaction); Mary Joe Frug, Re-Reading Contracts: A Feminist Analysis of a Contracts Casebook, 34 Am. U. L. Rev. 1065, 1074–1113 (1985) (examining how a classic contracts law casebook shapes ways in which readers read the text and thereby obscures questions of gender relations); Duncan Kennedy, Form and Substance in Private Law Adjudication, 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1685, 1775 (1976) (arguing that participants in the legal arena “who have mastered the language of form can dominate and oppress others”).
contended that legal education was an indoctrination of individuals into a dominant elite. 34 Finally, some critical scholars challenged assumptions underlying communication itself by claiming that all meaning is ultimately determined by the listener/reader. 35

More recently, building on the work of Antonio Gramsci, 36 Michel Foucault, 37 Michel de Certeau, 38 and the vast, vaguely defined field of cultural studies, 39 sociolegal scholars have begun to engage in cultural analyses of law. These studies take a constitutive, rather than an instrumental, approach to law, focusing not on how law might serve progressive goals, but instead on how law works within a society to help shape social relations. 40 The constitutive view of law sees legal discourse, categories, and procedures as a framework through which individuals in society come to apprehend reality. Thus, law is

34. See, e.g., Kelman, supra note 30, at 184–85 (expressing concern that while many law schools are sympathetic to progressive issues, legal education nevertheless implicitly encourages students to “argue right-wing economistic politics, as if the case for a private property scheme with considerable faith in undisturbed markets had been convincingly made”); Duncan Kennedy, Legal Education As Training for Hierarchy, in The Politics of Law, supra note 32, at 38, 40 (observing that traditional law school classroom is “hierarchical with a vengeance” and therefore indoctrinates students into a hierarchical system).

35. In 1988, Sanford Levinson and Steven Mailloux observed that, in light of “ambiguities of interpretation, many legal theorists have substituted for the hermeneutics of objective interpretation what Gerald Graff has termed a ‘hermeneutics of power,’ where one emphasizes the political and social determinants of reading texts one way as opposed to another.” Interpreting Law and Literature, at xiii (Sanford Levinson & Steven Mailloux eds., 1988) (quoting Gerald Graff, Textual Leftism, 49 Partisan Rev. 558, 566 (1982)).

36. See, e.g., Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci 245–46 (Quintin Hoare & Geoffrey Nowell Smith eds. & trans., 1971) (articulating a model of hegemony); see also Susan S. Silbey, Making a Place for Cultural Analyses of Law, 17 Law & Soc. Inquiry 39, 41 (1992) (“Working within a Gramscian framework, cultural analysts . . . describe how discourses are produced, enacted, and reproduced.”)

37. See, e.g., Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972–1977, at 142 (Colin Gordon ed., Colin Gordon et al. trans., 1980) (describing power relations as “interwoven with other kinds of relations (production, kinship, family, sexuality) for which they play at once a conditioning and a conditioned role”). For a discussion of how Foucault’s ideas are relevant to sociolegal research, see Silbey, supra note 36, at 39–41.


39. See, e.g., Mezey, supra note 38, at 151 (describing “cultural theory” as “that quirky, ill-defined hash of insights from different disciplines”).

40. See Alan Hunt, Explorations in Law and Society: Toward a Constitutive Theory of Law 3 (1993) (describing constitutive theory as focusing “on the way in which law is implicated in social practices, as an always potentially present dimension of social relations, while at the same time reminding us that law is itself the product of the play and struggle of social relations”); Silbey, supra note 36, at 41 (“[The] constitutive perspective . . . argues that law does more than reflect or encode what is otherwise normatively constructed: in the constitutive perspective, law is a part of the cultural processes that actively contribute in the composition of social relations.”).
not merely a coercive force operating externally to affect behavior and social relations; it is also a lens through which we view the world and actually conduct social interaction. From this perspective, “law shapes society from the inside out by providing the principal categories in terms of which social life is made to seem largely natural, normal, cohesive, and coherent.” Clifford Geertz perhaps provided a manifesto for the constitutive view in 1983:

[L]aw, rather than a mere technical add-on to a morally (or immorally) finished society, is, along of course with a whole range of other cultural realities . . . an active part of it. . . .

Law is, in a word, constructive; in another constitutive; in a third, formational.

. . . . Law, with its power to place particular things that happen. . . . in a general frame in such a way that rules for the principled management of them seem to arise naturally from the essentials of their character, is rather more than a reflection of received wisdom or a technology of dispute settlement.

Over the past fifteen to twenty years, sociolegal scholars have increasingly embraced a constitutive vision of law and therefore have treated law as: (1) a belief system that helps to define the roles of individuals within society; (2) a system of organization that determines societal roles; and (3) a language for conceptualizing reality, mediating social relations, and defining
behavior. Following Geertz, they have deployed various interpretive methods to study the “webs of signification” found within law, recognizing that we experience the rule of law not just when the policeman stops us on the street or when we consult a lawyer on how to create a corporation. The rule of law shapes our experience of meaning everywhere and at all times. It is not alone in shaping meaning, but it is rarely absent.

Moreover, a cultural analysis of law also seeks to analyze legal consciousness itself: the ways in which “legality is experienced and understood by ordinary people as they engage, avoid, or resist the law and legal meanings.” Thus, scholars have attempted to study law in “everyday life.” Such studies ask: How do “commonplace transactions and relationships come to assume or not assume a legal character? And in what ways is legality constituted by these popular understandings, interpretations, and enactments of law?” By emphasizing the everyday moments when people negotiate their own understanding of legality, such scholarship seeks to walk the fine line between liberal theory’s assumption of autonomous individuals exerting free will in society, and structuralism’s conception of the individual as determined by social and economic forces. Thus, this approach operates as a critique not only of liberal conceptions of law (which tend to view law as a self-contained system of rules), but also of many Marxist critiques (which tend to view law as unidirectional, emanating from capitalist class interests and entrenched elites). As one scholar has observed, from this perspective the study of “legal consciousness is neither attitude nor epiphenomenon, but cultural practice.”

This brief history not only sets the context for When the State Kills, but

---

44. Geertz, Local Knowledge, supra note 42, at 182.
45. Kahn, supra note 9, at 124.
47. See, e.g., id. at xi (examining “the meanings of law in American lives,” including degree to which Americans both use and resist law); Sally Engle Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even: Legal Consciousness among Working-Class Americans (1990) (studying one court in eastern Massachusetts and observing way people use the court system to address everyday personal problems); Austin Sarat & Thomas R. Kearns, Editorial Introduction, in Law in Everyday Life 1, 1 (Austin Sarat & Thomas R. Kearns eds., 1993) (collecting essays that “confront law in its dailiness and as a virtually invisible factor in social life”); Barbara Yngvesson, Virtuous Citizens, Disruptive Subjects: Order and Complaint in a New England Court 1–14 (1993) [hereinafter Yngvesson, Virtuous Citizens] (observing western Massachusetts county court system to explore how complaints of citizens and responses of courts both reproduce and challenge social hierarchies); Austin Sarat, “. . . The Law Is All Over”: Power, Resistance, and the Legal Consciousness of the Welfare Poor, 2 Yale J.L. & Human. 343, 343 (1990) [hereinafter Sarat, “. . . The Law Is All Over”] (interviewing welfare recipients and examining “how people on welfare think about law and use legal ideas as well as how they respond to problems with the welfare bureaucracy”).
49. See Mezey, supra note 38, at 151 (citing Ewick & Silbey, supra note 46, at 35–38).
50. Id.
also illuminates the four benefits of a cultural analysis of law that I articulated previously. First, Sarat refuses to accept the rules articulated by elite judges simply as autonomous legal acts. Instead, he insists that the production of legal norms is a cultural practice replete with symbolic content. Second, he seeks information about how legal norms are actually experienced and resisted by ordinary people both in their literal encounters with the legal system and in their everyday lives. Third, he understands that the narratives deployed in official legal discourse reflect and reinforce broader cultural attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions. Fourth, he recognizes that “law talk” is diffused throughout the culture and that a proper study of law must address the dissemination of legal consciousness in popular fora such as television and film. These strategies inform and enliven Sarat’s study of capital punishment. The next Part discusses each in turn.

II. FOUR BENEFITS OF CULTURAL ANALYSIS

*When the State Kills* is addressed to one particular topic: capital punishment in the United States. Nevertheless, by analyzing both the kinds of questions Sarat chooses to explore about the death penalty and the types of insights he provides, I hope to identify four distinct benefits of his cultural approach to legal study that are generalizable to nearly any legal issue. Thus, I have chosen specific chapters of the book that illuminate each of these benefits. Through my reading of these chapters, I argue that cultural analysis: (1) encourages us to analyze the symbolic content of legal norms; (2) seeks data on how legal norms are actually experienced and enacted by those enmeshed in and affected by such norms; (3) suggests that we attend to the importance of legal narratives; and (4) recognizes the role law plays in popular culture. Moreover, I will suggest that each of these benefits not only helps scholars to construct a richer descriptive understanding of the operation of law in society, as Paul Kahn argues, but also contributes to doctrinally oriented normative legal discourse.

A. Analyzing the Symbolic Content of Legal Norms

*When the State Kills* builds on David Garland’s observation that “punishments . . . help shape the overarching culture and contribute to the generation and regeneration of its terms.” 51 Sarat takes seriously the idea that punishment is not just the imposition of rules, but “a set of signifying practices that ‘teaches, clarifies, dramatizes and authoritatively enacts some of the most basic moral-political categories and distinctions which help shape our symbolic universe.’” 52 These practices have a pedagogical effect on society at large. As Sarat notes, punishment “teaches us how to think about categories like

---

52. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 23 (quoting Garland, supra note 51, at 195).
intention, responsibility, and injury, and it models the socially appropriate ways of responding to injuries done to us.”

Accordingly, Sarat analyzes U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence not as legal doctrine but as symbolic pedagogy. In so doing, he illuminates the ways in which legal decisions both construct and reflect shifting cultural attitudes toward crime and its impact on society. For example, Sarat compares the Court’s decisions in *Booth v. Maryland* and *Payne v. Tennessee*, two cases which, though decided only four years apart, came to opposite conclusions concerning the use of victim-impact testimony in capital sentencing. But, whereas a doctrinally oriented analysis might simply have discussed both decisions and argued that one or the other was the “better” rule of law, Sarat instead analyzes the change from one legal rule to the other as a reflection of (and perhaps a catalyst for) changes in broader societal perceptions about the appropriate role that the impulse for vengeance should play in the capital sentencing process.

In the 1987 *Booth* decision, Justice Powell, writing for a five-four majority, held that such testimony rendered the resulting death sentences of the defendants unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. According to Powell, victim-impact testimony, though emotionally compelling, created a substantial risk of prejudice because such testimony could not contribute to an assessment of the defendants’ “blameworthiness” and therefore was irrelevant. Powell relied on the idea that the wrong done by the defendant is different from the harm caused to the victim. In Powell’s view, because the capital sentencing decision was appropriately based solely on whether the wrong done was sufficiently egregious to warrant the death penalty, any focus on the harm done to the victim or the victim’s family and friends would divert the jury’s attention from the proper inquiry. In addition, Powell rejected victim-impact statements because such emotional appeals might threaten to overwhelm the “reasoned decisionmaking we require in capital cases.” Victim-impact statements, according to Powell, might “inflame the jury and divert it from deciding the case on the relevant evidence…. As we have noted, any decision to impose the death sentence must ‘be, and appear to be, based on reason rather than caprice or emotion.”

As Sarat points out, Powell’s conclusion rests on several significant assumptions about the nature of punishment itself. In particular, although Powell does not say so explicitly, his opinion symbolically embraces the idea that legal process should function as the rational superego that will restrain the
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53. Id.
56. 482 U.S. at 509.
57. Id. at 504.
58. See id. at 505.
59. Id. at 509.
60. Id. at 508 (quoting *Gardner v. Florida*, 430 U.S. 349, 358 (1977) (Stevens, J.)).
id of passion, emotion, and vengeance. In this scheme, “Western legal orders substitute the calm calculation of deterrence, the disciplining logic of rehabilitation, and the stern but controlled authority of retribution for the emotionalism of revenge.” As Sarat argues, drawing on the work of philosopher Robert Nozick, revenge is personal, whereas state sanctioned punishment is meant to be public and not based on a particular emotional connection to the victim.

Significantly, this transformation of private pain into public punishment is precisely what the victims’ rights movement resists: “The goal of victims and those who take up their cause is to repersonalize criminal justice so that the sentencer has to declare an alliance with either the victim or the offender. Criminal sentencing thus becomes a test of loyalty.” Sarat thereby recasts the victims’ rights movement as a symbolic resistance to the rationalization of state punishment and perhaps even a return to a (pre-modern?) conception of punishment as private revenge. Indeed, he argues that the rubric of victims’ rights is “the latest 'style' in which vengeance has disguised itself.”

From this perspective, Justice White’s dissent in Booth, which argued that capital punishment should be based both on the harm caused to the victim and the wrongfulness of the act committed by the defendant, was not merely a doctrinal assertion. In addition, Sarat argues, White’s opinion symbolically transformed the public punishment process into a vehicle for private vengeance and facilitated “the breakdown of the categories of public and private” on which the debate about punishment versus vengeance has traditionally depended. Indeed, White’s position implied that a justice based on impersonal abstract reason is not true justice at all. Instead, “the immediate, concrete, and personal reality of pain and grief must be made comprehensible to an audience of strangers through a complicated semiotic process.” Justice Scalia, also in dissent, went farther still, basing his position in part on “an outpouring of popular concern for what has come to be known as ‘victims’ rights.’” According to Scalia, “[m]any citizens” have found the criminal

61. See Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 39 (discussing contrast between retribution and vengeance, the latter of which is conventionally conceived as “all id and no superego”).
62. Id.
64. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 41.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 43.
68. Id. at 516–17 (White, J., dissenting).
69. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 49.
70. Id.
71. Ibid. 482 U.S. at 519 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Justice Scalia’s dissent was joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices White and O’Connor.
72. Id. at 520 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
sentencing process one-sided. He argued that it was necessary for the jury to hear “the full reality of human suffering the defendant has produced” because that suffering is “one of the reasons society deems [the defendant’s] act worthy of the prescribed penalty.” Thus, Scalia was content to allow a generalized public sense of street justice to dictate the contours of the criminal justice process itself. Whether one agrees or disagrees with this position, Sarat’s analysis allows us to see that basing criminal sentencing on such an inchoate sense of moral condemnation will inevitably erode the distinction between a system of public justice and its vengeance based alternative.

Four years later, in Payne, the Supreme Court reversed course and embraced the view of Justices White and Scalia, signaling a cultural shift in attitude regarding the criminal process as a vehicle for vengeance. Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing for a newly formed six-three majority, ruled both that harm was indeed a relevant factor for consideration in the capital sentencing process and that victim-impact testimony was a useful method of informing the jury about such harm. According to the Court, this testimony gives the jury a more complete picture of the “human cost of the crime of which the defendant stands convicted.” Yet, as Sarat points out, “[f]ocusing on that cost by hearing the voice of the victim personalizes death sentencing in just the way revenge personalizes all punishment.” Thus, the language of the majority opinion eroded the distinction between personal vengeance and state punishment upon which Booth was based.

Justice O’Connor’s concurrence, echoing Justice Scalia’s reasoning in his Booth opinion, noted a “strong societal consensus” in favor of victim-impact statements. Moreover, according to Justice O’Connor, even the possibility that the statements might be “unduly inflammatory” did not mean that they should be constitutionally prohibited. Rather, O’Connor argued that murder “transforms a living person with hopes, dreams, and fears into a corpse . . . . The Constitution does not preclude a State from deciding to give some of that back.” Similarly, Chief Justice Rehnquist in his majority opinion described victim-impact statements as providing “a quick glimpse of
the life which a defendant chose to extinguish.\textsuperscript{85}

Sarat’s reading makes it clear that victim-impact evidence is deemed valuable by these Justices precisely because it does not fit the abstract impersonal model often associated with state-sanctioned punishment. Whereas Oliver Wendell Holmes could say with confidence that law’s violence was superior to “the greater evil of private retribution,”\textsuperscript{86} the current Supreme Court appears not to share that confidence.\textsuperscript{87} Rather, Sarat argues, through victim-impact testimony, “[t]he jury is asked to hear . . . pain and to avenge it, to repay death with death to end the victimization. . . . [T]he return of revenge . . . is now complete as the victim is given both a voice and a champion.”\textsuperscript{88} According to Sarat, this return to revenge signals “a nagging doubt that public processes can be built on anything but rage and grief,”\textsuperscript{89} and therefore weakens the venerable idea that state violence should be more disciplined and more accountable than private vengeance.\textsuperscript{90}

Ultimately, Sarat does not explicitly state his preference for the Booth rule, the Payne rule, or some other sentencing scheme (though he clearly believes that state sanctioned criminal justice should be understood as a process distinct from private vengeance).\textsuperscript{91} Indeed, his aim here is not to determine which rule is preferable as a matter of legal doctrine, constitutional history, or public policy. While such issues would almost certainly be the focus of a more doctrinally oriented analysis, Sarat’s perspective is distinctly different.

By closely reading the symbolic pedagogy of the Supreme Court decisions in these two cases, Sarat illuminates a broader shift in cultural attitudes toward crime that might otherwise be missed. As the Supreme Court’s change from Booth to Payne indicates, the private desire for vengeance felt by victims of violent crime is now the lens through which the death penalty is viewed. Indeed, it is perhaps not surprising that one rarely hears the death penalty even defended as a deterrent to criminal behavior anymore.\textsuperscript{92}

\begin{itemize}
\item[85.] Id. at 822 (internal quotation marks omitted).
\item[87.] Indeed, Justice Scalia, in his Payne concurrence, specifically noted that Booth’s rule barring victim-impact testimony “conflicts with a public sense of justice keen enough that it has found voice in a nationwide ‘victims’ rights’ movement.” 501 U.S. at 834 (Scalia J., concurring).
\item[88.] Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 53.
\item[89.] Id. at 59.
\item[90.] See id. at 57; see also Rene Girard, Violence and the Sacred 13–15 (Patrick Gregory trans., Johns Hopkins Univ. Press 1977) (1972) (locating the root of modern systems of justice in the fear of the unending chain of “reciprocal act[s] of vengeance”).
\item[91.] See Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 57.
\item[92.] Sarat quotes one scholar of crime and punishment in America who observes “a growing sense that capital punishment no longer needs to be defended in terms of its social utility. . . . The current invocation of vengeance reflects . . . a sense of entitlement to the death penalty as a
arguments now are more likely to be based on society’s need to express its condemnation of the accused\(^\text{93}\) or the healing impact the killer’s death might have for the families of victims.\(^\text{94}\) Reading the relevant Supreme Court opinions as cultural texts rather than just as legal doctrine illuminates this shift in focus and therefore provides a greater understanding of cultural attitudes that are worth studying in their own right. Such an analysis also suggests, however, that arguments about the death penalty, in order to be effective, will necessarily need to be recast in order to account for changes in the cultural lens. Indeed, whatever one’s position on various criminal justice issues, the terrain on which the battle for popular opinion is fought has changed in fundamental ways over the past decade or so, and Sarat’s discussion suggests some of those changes. Thus, his cultural analysis of Supreme Court doctrine yields descriptive insight as well as cultural data that will inevitably inform normative debates about criminal justice policy in America. In some sense, Sarat appears to be saying that it is irrelevant whether a legal scholar thinks *Booth* or *Payne* is the better reasoned position; more important is the cultural zeitgeist those opinions both reflect and construct.

B. Providing Data on How Legal Norms are Actually Experienced and Enacted

Legal scholars and policymakers have an unfortunate tendency to assume that legal norms, once established, simply take effect and constitute a legal regime.\(^\text{95}\) As Carol Weisbrod has observed, even theorists who position themselves in opposition to prevailing legal norms tend to privilege official legal pronouncements as the relevant site for locating (or changing) law.\(^\text{96}\)

Such a perspective fails to recognize the ways in which legal norms are satisfying personal experience for victims and a satisfying gesture for the rest of the community.” Id. at 12 (quoting Jonathan Simon, Violence, Vengeance and Risk: Capital Punishment in the Neo-Liberal State 13 (1997) (unpublished manuscript)).

\(^{93}\) See Donald L. Beschle, What’s Guilt (or Deterrence) Got to Do With It?: The Death Penalty, Ritual, and Mimetic Violence, 38 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 487, 536 (1997) (suggesting that persistence of death penalty is attributable in part to society’s need for ritualized community violence).

\(^{94}\) For example, just after the verdict was announced in the capital murder trial of Timothy McVeigh, President Clinton hailed the verdict as a “long overdue day for the survivors and the families of those who died in Oklahoma City.” Robert L. Jackson, Clinton Hails Verdict as “Long Overdue,” L.A. Times, June 3, 1997, at A23 (internal quotation marks omitted). For an argument that the impact on the defendant’s family should also be considered, see generally Rachel King & Katherine Norgard, What About Our Families? Using the Impact on Death Row Defendants’ Family Members as a Mitigating Factor in Death Penalty Sentencing Hearings, 26 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 1119 (1999).

\(^{95}\) See, e.g., Joseph Tussman, Obligation and the Body Politic 73 (1960) (“Taking law as central we develop theories of the state as a legal order or as the ‘rule of law.’”).

\(^{96}\) See Carol Weisbrod, Practical Polyphony: Theories of the State and Feminist Jurisprudence, 24 Ga. L. Rev. 985, 996 (1990) (“Feminist legal scholars, like others in legal academic life, tend to address the powerful and to translate the question ‘What is to be Done?’ into the question ‘What should the State, acting through its judges, do?’” (citation omitted)).
implemented, experienced, adapted, distorted, resisted, and subverted by the very people whom the norm is meant to regulate. Indeed, “[l]aw is continuously shaped and reshaped by the ways it is used, even as law’s constitutive power constrains patterns of usage.” 97 Accordingly, legal actors—such as litigants, witnesses, and jurors—as well as legal subjects—everyone from welfare recipients to home buyers to those seeking a marriage certificate—all possess their own understandings of law; “they deploy and use meanings strategically to advance interests and goals,”98 and these alternative conceptions can ultimately prompt changes in “official” legal practices.99

Sociolegal scholars have made significant contributions over the past few decades by studying the ways in which law operates not in its doctrinal purity, but in the messy pluralism of “on the ground” application.100 Sarat employs this strategy in When the State Kills by offering a lengthy description of the attitudes and assumptions of jurors, culled from interviews, about the capital sentencing process.101 His analysis is important both because he helps us to understand how jurors reconcile themselves to participation in state violence, and because he shows how the jurors’ own cultural assumptions about the legal system may distort the capital sentencing process even on its own terms.

As Sarat notes, the jury’s role in capital punishment is often taken for granted, but it is quite remarkable: “[O]rdinary citizens are regularly enlisted as authorizing agents for the state’s own lethal brand of violence.”102 Indeed, the mere fact that people would be able to impose death on another human being in this context brings to mind Stanley Milgram’s famous social psychology experiments about our capacity to inflict pain when we do so under the cloak of official authority. 103 These experiments reveal that, although we may naturally hesitate to inflict pain or death on others, those inhibitions can be overcome.104 Moreover, as studies from social and behavioral psychology

97. Austin Sarat & Thomas R. Kearns, Beyond the Great Divide: Forms of Legal Scholarship and Everyday Life, in Law in Everyday Life, supra note 47, at 21, 55. Of course, one might say that juror behavior in capital cases does not actually exemplify “law in everyday life” because jurors are necessarily working within the domain of state legal processes. Nevertheless, Sarat’s analysis of juror attitudes is analogous because it shows how everyday “folk knowledge” deployed even by those operating within the legal system can affect the application of legal norms.

98. Sarat & Simon, Beyond Legal Realism?, supra note 20, at 20.

99. Recognizing this sort of feedback loop allows us to understand the “coexistence of discipline and struggle, of subjection and subversion, and [to direct] attention toward[] a dynamic analysis of what it means to be caught up in power.” Yngvesson, Virtuous Citizens, supra note 47, at 121.

100. See, e.g., supra note 47 (citing recent works of sociolegal scholarship).

101. See Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 153.

102. Id. at 127.


104. Milgram recruited subjects from a cross-section of the population by placing advertisements in local newspapers inviting people to participate in a scientific study on learning and memory. When individuals agreed to participate, the experimenter paired each subject with a “learner,” who also appeared to be an experimental subject but who was in fact a confederate of the experimenter. Id. at 16–18. Before beginning each session, the experimenter explained that
indicate, “[p]ersons who act within social organizations that exercise authority act violently without experiencing the normal inhibitions or the normal degree of inhibition which regulates the behavior of those who act autonomously.”105

The changing legal/cultural attitudes about vengeance in criminal sentencing discussed in the previous section may, over time, weaken jurors’ resistance to imposing death. Yet, in the death penalty context, the social organization of the legal system itself also helps jurors to overcome any inhibitions against violence they might feel106 by distancing them from a sense of personal responsibility for the state killing. Sarat’s interviews with jurors from a Georgia capital murder trial, at which the defendant had been sentenced to death,107 suggest two ways in which this distancing occurs.

One obvious (though perhaps not sufficiently appreciated) factor is that the jurors who authorize violence—like the judges and law clerks who later review appeals—do not themselves inflict or even witness the imposition of that violence. Thus, although the juror’s decision to impose a capital sentence begins the process that may lead to death, the death itself seems far removed from the verdict. As Sarat points out,

the juror’s language is performative. Yet jurors are encouraged to think that it is not. Were they required to witness the full consequences of their verdict or were they required to pull the switch on those they condemn to death, the law would find it radically more
Moreover, during the trial, although numerous crime scene photographs and descriptions are used to bring the defendant’s crime to life, the jurors are given no similarly visceral understanding of the violence that accompanies capital punishment itself. As a result, jurors deliberate with a powerful sense of the crime committed, but the reality of the state’s execution recedes far into the background. Small wonder then that, as the jurors Sarat interviewed discussed the case, “vivid images of the scene of death and the violence that surrounded it were most prominent in their recollections.”

For example, one juror reported that she did not want to look at the crime scene photographs, but that “[t]hey insisted I had to look. . . . So I had to look, and that’s still following me into that deliberating room.”

Another juror could not even remember the name of the defendant, but could describe the exact points on the body at which the bullet entered and exited, a testament to the power of the crime scene evidence. When asked if there was anything about the case that stuck in his mind, this juror responded:

> What I remember is seeing the pictures of the man laying behind the counter, laying in a puddle of blood probably bigger than this table. And the pictures—the other jurors and I had to. . . . [i]t was difficult for some of them to look at the pictures. They’d take them up so close and they’d show the clear shots and all. Then we handled the weapon and a lot of them really didn’t want to do that.

Asked if he still thought about those pictures and the gun, this juror replied, “Surely.”

Perhaps most tellingly, a third juror acknowledged:

> Normally I consider myself a liberal easterner transplanted here to Georgia and against capital punishment—always was—but after I saw that picture of that man, something popped. I saw the pictures of him slumped down behind the counter and he was shot at somewhere around here and behind the ear, that was terrible. . . . I think about it even now and it bothers me very much.

Thus, there can be little doubt that the crime scene evidence provided jurors with a palpable emotional understanding of the defendant’s violence. In contrast, as Sarat points out, “[n]o one showed jurors images of the scene of the prospective execution, of the violence of electrocution. . . . No such images were admissible or available for the juror eager to understand what he was being asked to authorize.” As a result, jurors could identify with the pain caused by the defendant’s killing and yet distance themselves from the reality of the state’s killing or their role in it.

108. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 135.
109. Id. at 138.
110. Id. at 140.
111. Id. at 139 (internal quotation marks omitted).
112. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
113. Id. at 141.
114. Id. at 138.
Jurors may also distance themselves from their role in imposing the death penalty by assuming that appellate review will always be available to defendants, thereby rendering the jury verdict less significant. Indeed, as Sarat points out, the U.S. Supreme Court itself has recognized this problem. In *Caldwell v. Mississippi*, a prosecutor had told jurors that they should not view themselves as finally determining whether the defendant would die because any death sentence would automatically be reviewed on appeal. Justice Marshall, writing for the Court, ruled that it was unconstitutional to permit a death sentence in such a case. According to the Court, “the uncorrected suggestion that the responsibility for any ultimate determination of death will rest with others presents an intolerable danger that the jury will in fact choose to minimize the importance of its role.” Moreover, the jurors, freed from the weighty responsibility of feeling that they were actually imposing death, might choose to “‘send a message’ of extreme disapproval for the defendant’s acts,” even if the jurors were “unconvinced that death is the appropriate punishment.”

Nevertheless, even though the Supreme Court has clearly held that jurors must fully understand their responsibility for imposing a death sentence, Sarat’s interviews indicate that many of them continue to deny their role, often based on their own (culturally influenced) impressions about the legal system. Indeed, the jurors Sarat interviewed appear to have found it easier to vote for a capital sentence precisely because they believed that the lengthy appeals process and the possibility of reversal meant that their sentence would probably never be carried out. One juror described the deliberations:

> [W]e had to talk about the fact that this, just for the reason that we voted for death, did not necessarily mean that [the defendant] would die. . . . And I think we talked a good bit about the fact that this would go to the Georgia Supreme Court and it would be reviewed and that if anything was out of the ordinary then it would be thrown out, and that even after then the man would have many opportunities to appeal. And I think that probably that discussion helped more than anything to persuade the two that was reluctant. Just because we voted death didn’t mean he would die.

Surprisingly, even though they voted for the death penalty, *not one* of the jurors Sarat interviewed believed that the execution would actually be carried out. As one juror put it: “We all pretty much knew that when you vote for death you don’t necessarily or even usually get death. Ninety-nine percent of the time they don’t put you to death. You sit on death row and get old.”

116. Id. at 325–26.
117. Id. at 341.
118. Id. at 333.
119. Id. at 331.
120. Sarat, *When the State Kills*, supra note 5, at 149.
121. Id.
122. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
This kind of deflection of responsibility, of course, is precisely what troubled the U.S. Supreme Court in *Caldwell v. Mississippi*. However, Sarat’s analysis suggests that *Caldwell*’s prohibition of prosecutorial comments regarding appeals may not have gone far enough. As Sarat points out, even if a prosecutor does not explicitly tell the jurors about the appeals process, “[i]nterviews with jurors across the country who have served in capital cases suggest that they often come to court believing that the law grants excessive and undue protections to defendants, which result in endless appeals in capital cases.”123 Sarat quotes one juror who believed that those given the death penalty “go back and appeal, appeal, appeal, so they die of old age.”124 Nevertheless, legal doctrine seems rarely to account for the fact that the participants in the system often bring this sort of “folk knowledge” to their application of legal norms.

Perhaps even more disturbing than the fact that capital jurors may be distanced from their own responsibility for imposing a death sentence is Sarat’s revelation that these jurors may actually vote for the death penalty even if they do not believe it is warranted, simply because they want to ensure that the defendant stays in prison for life. Sarat reports that the jurors he interviewed “were overwhelmingly concerned with incapacitation as a goal of criminal punishment.”125 Their principal aim was to make certain that the defendant would never return to the streets of the town where the crime took place. Yet, because at the time of trial Georgia law did not provide for a sentence of life without parole, the jurors believed that voting for death was the only way to accomplish this purpose. As one juror explained,

> [i]f he had not been found guilty of capital murder he would have gotten life. But that doesn’t mean that he would have served a life term. It means he would have gotten out in however many years it is you have to serve before you get out on parole. Isn’t it something like seven years. I think I’m just going by what I hear on TV, you know.126

Two other jurors similarly reported that they would have preferred voting for life in prison without possibility of parole, but they chose death because this alternative was not available.127 Thus, juror perceptions that the parole process is overly lenient may actually result in more death sentences being imposed.

Yet, as Sarat points out, although this perception of parole leniency is widespread,128 it tends to reflect the distortions of media misinformation and
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123. Id.
124. Id. at 149–50 (internal quotation marks omitted).
125. Id. at 147.
126. Id. at 148 (internal quotation marks omitted).
127. Id.
128. Id. at 151 (describing as “cultural common sense” the idea that courts do not punish severely or effectively enough and that prisons release incarcerated offenders too soon). His impression seems to be borne out by more quantitative analyses. See, e.g., Julian Roberts, Crime, Criminal Justice, and Public Opinion, in *The Handbook of Crime and Punishment* 31–57.
political rhetoric, rather than actual practice. For example, he notes that, throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the media in Georgia regularly reported that murderers not given the death penalty would be eligible for parole within seven years.\footnote{Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 151.} However, from 1985 to 1994, the Georgia State Parole Board policy was that persons sentenced to life for capital crimes would be considered for parole only after fifteen years,\footnote{Anthony Paduano & Clive A. Stafford Smith, Deathly Errors: Juror Misperceptions Concerning Parole in the Imposition of the Death Penalty, 18 Colum. Hum. Rts. L. Rev. 211, 227 n.48 (1987). In addition, the general percentage of those considered for parole who were actually set free was infinitesimal. See, e.g., id. at 229 n.53 (noting that offenders sentenced to life for noncapital murder were eligible for parole in seven years, but fewer than one percent were actually released).} and since 1993 state legislation provides that a person accused of capital murder and sentenced to life in prison without parole “shall not be eligible for any form of parole during such person’s natural life” absent a finding of factual innocence.\footnote{Ga. Code Ann. § 17-10-16 (1997).} On a national level, Sarat cites the infamous Willie Horton advertisements during the 1988 presidential campaign as “the most striking example” of this emotionally laden rhetoric.\footnote{Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 152.} The ads, which created a “narrative nightmare” of a killer released from prison who kills again has, Sarat argues, “provided the bedrock for both political rhetoric and the consciousness of crime and punishment ever since.”\footnote{Id.} It is not surprising, therefore, that the jurors in the Georgia case described by Sarat reacted against their perception that prison inmates receive “undue solicitude”\footnote{Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).} and viewed a death sentence as the only viable option.

Taken as a whole, Sarat’s interviews provide useful cultural insights about the way in which jurors actually receive, reinterpret, and refashion legal norms. These insights demonstrate some of the ways in which “law” resides in cultural attitudes as well as official legal practice. Thus, judges, legislators, and legal scholars cannot assume that legal doctrine simply imposes a rule that is self-executing. Rather, law is a multivocal conversation, and the official pronouncement, though powerful and coercive, is not the only voice to be heard.

Moreover, listening to the voices of jurors, as reflected in Sarat’s interviews, suggests several concrete ways in which official legal practice might respond so that the imposition of the death penalty might at least embody the community sentiment it purports to reflect. First, jurors might be permitted (or required) to view photographs or movies documenting actual executions or to hear testimony from people who have witnessed the death penalty in practice. This evidence might help jurors to gain a visceral sense of

\footnotetext[Michael Tonry ed., 1998]{(describing more than three decades of research indicating that public sees courts as too lenient).}
the consequences resulting from their sentence. Likewise, judges and law clerks involved in the administration of the death penalty might also be encouraged to see such evidence or even witness an execution.135 Second, jurors might be informed of the relatively low percentage of capital cases that are actually reversed on appeal,136 so that they will be less able to avoid taking responsibility for sentencing another human being to die. Third, the U.S. Supreme Court might expand the rule enunciated in Simmons v. South Carolina.137 Simmons held that, where the defendant’s future dangerousness is at issue and state law prohibits the defendant’s release on parole, due process requires that defense counsel be permitted to inform the jury that the defendant would not be eligible for parole if sentenced to life in prison.138 As Justices Souter and Stevens pointed out in concurrence, however, “on matters of law, arguments of counsel do not effectively substitute for statements by the court.”139 These justices argued that it was the trial court’s responsibility to inform the jury regarding parole ineligibility,140 and two more recent Supreme Court decisions also emphasize the importance of the judge’s instructions.141 In light of the deeply ingrained cultural assumptions about parole that Sarat’s data reveals, this argument is particularly compelling.142

135. Alternatively, televising executions might result in greater public consciousness of state killing. Sarat discusses this issue elsewhere in the book. Sarat, When the State Kills, supra note 5, at 187–208. For a discussion of this argument, see infra text accompanying notes 206–210.

136. A recent study of decisions by twenty-six state high courts from 1990 to 1999 found that the overall capital conviction reversal rate was approximately 27%, and that of those reversals, only 39% were conviction reversals, while 61% reversed the sentence only. Moreover, this study considered only those cases that were actually reviewed on appeal; it did not count cases in which no appeals were filed in the state’s highest court. See Latzer & Cauthen, supra note 7, at 65–67.


138. Id. at 156 (plurality opinion); id. at 172 (Souter, J., concurring).

139. Id. at 173 (Souter, J., concurring).

140. Id. (Souter J., concurring).

141. See Kelly v. South Carolina, 122 S. Ct. 726, 729–34 (2002) (stating that, at least when defendant’s “future dangerousness” is put at issue during sentencing phase, statements by defense counsel were “inadequate to convey a clear understanding” of parole ineligibility); Shafer v. South Carolina, 532 U.S. 36, 52–54 (2001) (rejecting argument that defense counsel’s statements at sentencing phase, coupled with trial court instructions that “life imprisonment means until the death of the defendant,” were sufficient to satisfy Simmons).

142. Recently, Justice Stevens, joined by Justices Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer, has also signaled a willingness to extend Simmons and require that jurors be informed about parole eligibility in all death penalty cases, not just those in which life without parole is an available option. See Brown v. Texas, 522 U.S. 940, 940–42 (1997) (opinion of Stevens, J., respecting the denial of the petition for writ of certiorari). These justices suggested that jurors should be told, for example, that under state law a defendant sentenced to life in prison would be incarcerated for thirty-five years before he would be eligible for parole. See id. at 941 (arguing that Texas law prohibiting defense counsel from conveying such truthful information to jury is in “obvious tension” with Simmons). Indeed, testifying to the pragmatic value of “on the ground” information in this area, these justices extensively cited empirical data showing that support for the death penalty decreases substantially if respondents are offered an alternative of life without parole for at least twenty-five
Thus, sociological research like Sarat’s serves a dual role. First, his interviews provide particularly compelling evidence that the structure of the capital sentencing process and the effect of deeply held cultural beliefs can affect how easily jurors reconcile themselves with imposing a death sentence. Second, his data create a context for pursuing specific legal and policy reforms. By analyzing the way in which legal rules actually operate on the ground, we may come to understand better the complex ways in which individuals actually experience, use, and reinterpret legal norms. We may also see that legal institutions must respond to this “user” feedback and not just assume that law is always implemented in the pure form that the study of doctrine might lead us to believe.

C. Studying the Role of Legal Narratives

Philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey wrote that “reality only exists for us in the facts of consciousness given by inner experience.”143 For every experience, however, a wide range of possible meanings can be assigned. And for every possible meaning there is a range of stories we can tell. As anthropologist Edward Bruner has pointed out, “[i]f we write or tell about the French Revolution, for example, we must decide where to begin and where to end, which is not so easy, so that by our arbitrary construction of beginnings and endings we establish limits, frame the experience, and thereby construct it.”144 Accordingly, “[e]very telling is an arbitrary imposition of meaning on the flow of memory . . . every telling is interpretive.”145

Legal scholarship has sometimes implicitly rejected this insight, focusing instead on the ideals of objectivity,146 neutrality,147 and noncontextualized
Such a focus can result in an emphasis on impersonal abstractions rather than particular voices and dramas. Nevertheless, echoing the work of literary critics, anthropologists, sociologists, and others, interdisciplinary theory. Such a focus can result in an emphasis on impersonal abstractions rather than particular voices and dramas. Nevertheless, echoing the work of literary critics, anthropologists, sociologists, and others, interdisciplinary
legal scholars have in recent years increasingly studied the role of narratives in structuring our experience of the world.151

illustrate how “claims for historical knowledge must always be fatally circumscribed by the character and prejudices of its narrator”); Richard A. Shweder, Thinking Through Cultures: Expeditions in Cultural Psychology 1–23 (1991) (using anthropological and psychological analysis to envision the world through narrative structures and study diverse ways of “thinking through cultures”); Donald P. Spence, Narrative Smoothing and Clinical Wisdom, in Narrative Psychology: The Storied Nature of Human Conduct 211, 211–32 (Theodore R. Sarbin ed., 1986) (using Freud's analysis of Dora to examine narrative constructs); Barbara Yngvesson, Re-examining Continuing Relations and the Law, 1985 Wis. L. Rev. 623, 645 (arguing that “law and other forms of normative order” are not static identities, but instead “shape, and are shaped by, continuing relationships”).

151. See, e.g., Guyora Binder & Robert Weisberg, Literary Criticisms of Law 23, 201–91 (2000) (arguing that “the value of the narrative criticism of law lies not in invoking some abstract idea of narrative to challenge law, but in examining, critiquing, and revising the particular narratives embedded in law, and the identities and institutions these narratives enable”); Rebecca Redwood French, The Golden Yoke: The Legal Cosmology of Buddhist Tibet (1995) (detailing legal narratives of Buddhist Tibet as reflecting entire cosmology that derives from broader cultural/spiritual understandings); Martha Minow, Making All the Difference: Inclusion, Exclusion, and American Law (1990) (challenging narrative categories that tend to be assumed in legal analysis); Robin West, Narrative, Authority, and Law (1993) [hereinafter West, Narrative] (arguing that jurisprudence is a form of narrative and should be read for its literary attempts to articulate meaning); James Boyd White, Justice as Translation: An Essay in Cultural and Legal Criticism (1990) [hereinafter White, Justice as Translation] (arguing that justice requires recognition of multiple points of view); Kathryn Abrams, Hearing the Call of Stories, 79 Cal. L. Rev. 971, 982 (1991) (examining “feminist narrative scholarship as a distinctive form of legal argument”); Rosemary J. Coombe, The Cultural Life of Things: Anthropological Approaches to Law and Society in Conditions of Globalization, 10 Am. U. J. Int'l L. & Pol'y 791, 792 (1995) (engaging in anthropological analysis to study storytelling and arguing that “the representation of law in contexts shaped by global flows of people, capital, information, imagery, and goods demands new forms of scholarly representation”); Anne M. Coughlin, Regulating the Self: Autobiographical Performances in Outsider Scholarship, 81 Va. L. Rev. 1229 (1995) (comparing discourse of autobiography to discourse of law, and contending that both types of narrative are nuanced and complex); Daniel A. Farber & Suzanna Sherry, Telling Stories Out of School: An Essay on Legal Narratives, 45 Stan. L. Rev. 807, 808 (1993) (providing overview of “legal storytelling,” and investigating role of stories in legal studies); Jane B. Baron, Looking to the Bottom: Critical Legal Studies and Reparations, 22 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 323, 324 (1987) (examining development of racial exclusion and racial distinctiveness theories, and contending that victims of racial discrimination speak with a unique voice that warrants more serious attention); Kim Lane Schepple, Just the Facts, Ma'am: Sexuality Violence, Evidentiary Habits, and the Revision of Truth, 37 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 123 (1992) (examining Anita Hill testimony and stories from abused women, and observing that traditional modes of storytelling fail to appreciate role of silence, revisions, and counterstories); Kim Lane Schepple, Foreword: Telling Stories, 87 Mich. L. Rev. 2073, 2073, 2098 (1989) (introducing symposium issue focused on storytelling and law, and arguing that because courts provide arena for pluralistic voices and stories, they may protect
One part of this focus on narrative has been the study of legal storytelling. Early work by James Boyd White used the tools of literary criticism to analyze appellate decisions. More recently, scholars have borrowed from neurobiology and cognitive psychology to explore how stories shape the ways in which legal decisionmakers process information or conceptualize truth. Still others have analyzed lawyers’ use of rhetoric and narrative in the courtroom. All of these studies ask questions that had not previously been the subject of legal discourse. Among those questions are:

How does a story trigger our narratival expectations, leading us to the familiar site of a known genre? How does the story exploit our world knowledge—the numerous and varied cultural scripts, schemata, and stereotypes, that we carry around in our heads? How does the story make use of shapeshifting mood devices . . . which alter the action of the verb from a fait accompli (the historical fact of the matter) to an action that is psychologically in process (what we might call the contingent or subjunctive mode)? Or consider: How

152. See generally, e.g., White, Justice as Translation, supra note 151, at ix–xvii; White, Law as Language, supra note 151, at 415–19, 425–26.


do story structure and character-typing interact with narrative composition and genre selection in the creation of meaning?\textsuperscript{155}

In *When the State Kills*, Sarat does not attempt a comprehensive analysis of any of these questions. Nevertheless, he does explore some of the typical narratives employed by lawyers in capital trials and attempts to link those narratives to broader cultural attitudes about crime, violence, free will, and personal responsibility. As such, he shows how a cultural analysis of law, with its embrace of interdisciplinary approaches (such as the study of narratives), can illuminate the ways in which legal proceedings and larger cultural attitudes both reflect and reinforce each other. Moreover, Sarat not only provides a series of useful insights regarding the social role of legal proceedings, he also uses his analysis of narrative to suggest a rationale for opposing capital punishment that might otherwise escape attention.

Sarat offers his own eyewitness account of a Georgia capital trial involving an African American male, William Brooks, who was accused of raping and murdering a white woman, Carol Jeannine Galloway.\textsuperscript{156} He reports that at the Brooks trial, as at most capital trials, two archetypal narratives were fighting for prominence. The prosecution attempted to “turn[] crime and punishment into a simplifying and reassuring story of individual responsibility, of evil people doing evil deeds and calling down upon themselves a just and inevitable punishment.”\textsuperscript{157} In contrast, the defense, “while not denying that individuals can and should be held responsible, trie[d] to contextualize [the] crime by focusing on the social conditions that [brought] it about.”\textsuperscript{158} Significantly, both sides attempted to conceptualize their “protagonist” as a victim whom jurors should view with sympathy. The prosecution’s tale focused on a figure of perfect innocence, “injured by [a] crime”; the defense, in contrast, constructed a portrait of an unfortunate criminal, injured by a “tragic life.”\textsuperscript{159} Thus, both sides invoked “stock characterizations to create sympathetic identification.”\textsuperscript{160}

Although the prosecutor in the Brooks case denied the significance of race, saying the case was not about “black versus white,”\textsuperscript{161} the racial component of this rape/murder hovered over the trial from the start. Moreover, Sarat reports that, despite the prosecutor’s disclaimer, much of the imagery he relied upon was racially tinged, “as in his repeated claim that Brooks had led his life in ‘dark places.’”\textsuperscript{162} Meanwhile, the prosecution presented Galloway as “the body of mankind”\textsuperscript{163} and constructed a narrative attesting to the

\textsuperscript{155} Sherwin, Narrative Construction, supra note 149, at 686–87.
\textsuperscript{156} See Sarat, *When the State Kills*, supra note 5, at 87–125. For another account of the same case, see William S. McFeely, *Proximity to Death* 84–124, 143–82 (2000).
\textsuperscript{157} Sarat, *When the State Kills*, supra note 5, at 88.
\textsuperscript{158} Id.
\textsuperscript{159} Id.
\textsuperscript{160} Id.
\textsuperscript{161} Id. at 93.
\textsuperscript{162} Id.
\textsuperscript{163} Id.
innocence and purity of that body. For example, the victim was portrayed as a “child” in the bosom of a loving family, despite the fact that she was twenty-three years old at the time of her death.\(^{164}\) In addition, the prosecution was able to have Galloway’s virginity entered into evidence (on the ground that it was relevant to the issue of whether she had consented to have sex with Brooks); her virginity then became, in Sarat’s words, “the unsubtle symbol of her innocence and worth, and Brooks’s crime became an incorporation of the stereotypical racial attack on white womanhood.”\(^{165}\)

The prosecution sought to portray Brooks as evil incarnate, in juxtaposition to Galloway’s purity and innocence. Brooks was depicted as an individual of free will choosing to inflict immoral, predatory violence on innocence itself.\(^{166}\) In the words of the prosecutor, “One thing keeps coming back. It was all so unnecessary. If one person hadn’t decided to use another for his lust she would still be alive. This is not the age of disposable people.”\(^{167}\) Thus, as Sarat describes it, the prosecution invited jurors “to see Brooks and his act as ‘inexplicably alien, horrendous and inhuman.’”\(^{168}\)

The defense, in contrast, told a story of a random, chaotic universe where inexplicable events simply happen, and no one can be held responsible.\(^{169}\) The key to this story was Brooks’s own confession, in which he said that after he and Galloway engaged in sexual intercourse the victim started screaming. He pointed the gun at her, cocked it, and then “it went off.”\(^{170}\) The defense insisted that the statement should be taken literally and offered testimony indicating that the gun used by the defendant might indeed have discharged accidentally.\(^{171}\) Thus, in place of the prosecution’s narrative about free will and personal agency, the defense constructed the gun as the agent of death.

Later, at the penalty phase, the defense offered a story of Brooks as a victim to parallel the prosecution’s earlier story about Galloway. Indeed, the defense story constructed Brooks as an innocent child, victimized by a physically abusive stepfather,\(^{172}\) just as the prosecution had portrayed Galloway as a virgin child victimized by the defendant. Yet, as Sarat describes, “[i]n contrast to the direct, personal, decontextualized violence” of the crime, “the defendant’s life story was marked by a more diffuse, systemic
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172. See id. at 111–12. The story of this systemic violence also reveals law’s failure to ensure a safe society, particularly for African Americans. See id. at 113 (“Like many other young black men, Brooks lived beyond law’s protection and suffered pitifully for doing so. Looming over this story is the specter of violence generating violence, aided and abetted by law’s inability to provide protection or defense.”).
violence, spread over a longer period of time.”173 While acknowledging that this systemic violence could not excuse the defendant’s crime, the defense argued that the story of the defendant’s life was a reason for showing “Christian[,] . . . mercy and compassion.”174

This effort to portray the defendant as a victim provoked a paradigmatic clash between two narratives that are at the core of cultural discussions about crime in America. The defense offered what Sarat calls a “high-culture, scientific-discourse explanation” portraying the defendant’s behavior as “complex and hard to disentangle from the violence he had experienced.”175 In contrast, the prosecution provided a “low-culture, commonsense rendering”176 that focused on individual free will and personal responsibility. The prosecutor’s cross-examination of a social worker who had testified about the defendant’s upbringing provides a particularly good example of this clash:

Q: Do you believe that God gave us the capacity to choose right from wrong?
A: Yes, that can happen if one has a nurturing environment that would support that capacity and allow it to be used.

Q: How do you explain why some people who come from bad homes do well in life?
A: We all have different innate endowments and ability to tolerate frustration. One can’t just look at people and know who will turn out good and who will turn out bad. You have to look carefully at the environment and especially at family dynamics.

Q: Are you saying that people are not responsible for what they do?177

In this exchange, we can hear the familiar, even clichéd, dialogue that has been at the heart of American discussion of criminal justice issues for decades.

Through his study of these trial narratives, Sarat suggests that the destructive impact of the death penalty cuts deeper than simply the state’s murder of a human being. In addition, prosecutors, on behalf of the state, reinforce “a sociologically simple world of good and evil, and a morally clear world of responsibility and desert.”178 Thus, “[i]nstead of confronting complex social problems, we are invited to see them in stark and simple terms.”179 Defense narratives, while attempting to complicate the sociological portrait, nevertheless tend to adopt the same convention of focusing on a victim who deserves our individualized mercy and compassion. Yet, “[d]efending a murderer like Brooks requires the construction of a more complex narrative of causation and accident, of mixed lives and mixed
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motives."180 And, of course, as discussed previously, nobody tells the story of the state’s own violence. Indeed, “[i]n this process, state killing is barely perceivable as violence.”181

Beyond merely describing the narratives at play in the Brooks trial, Sarat goes further and argues that these narratives, which inevitably become diffused throughout the culture, harm society over and above any harm that arises from the fact of state killing itself. He writes: “In addition to the actual violence often unleashed and the linguistic violence done in the process of rendering state killing abstract, capital trials regularly reaffirm racialized social conventions as well as flat narratives of purity and danger, responsibility and excuse, and innocence and guilt.”182 Although trials are sometimes viewed as a useful site for discourse among multiple competing worldviews,183 Sarat’s analysis suggests that, at least in the death penalty context, the narrative tropes employed at trial stifle rather than advance public debate by freezing in place a set of cultural categories, stereotypes, and preconceptions.

Thus, Sarat’s approach not only offers useful insights about the role of narratives in constructing our understanding of crime and punishment, but also provides a distinct normative justification for resisting the current capital punishment system. Indeed, Sarat appears to argue that capital punishment should be resisted, over and above any other reasons, precisely because the narratives of capital punishment impoverish public debate in this way. According to Sarat, capital punishment constructs and reinforces fixed, often racist, conceptions of complicated ideas like victim, offender, guilt, innocence, free will, personal responsibility, causation, and agency.184 One might think that a great power of trial narratives is their ability to articulate grand cultural themes and foster social solidarity by allowing the community to heal itself after the breach of a social norm.185 Yet, Sarat argues that, at least in the death
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183. See, e.g., Berman, Suspicious Story, supra note 21, at 133–34 (“[L]aw is a social practice that both recognizes the existence of many different narratives and provides the opportunity to create new narratives that may help forge group identities. Legal proceedings, therefore, function in part as a site for adjudicating among various explanatory narratives for describing reality.” (citation omitted)); White, Law as Language, supra note 151, at 444 (“The multiplicity of readings that the law permits is not its weakness, but its strength, for it is this that makes room for different voices, and gives a purchase by which culture may be modified in response to the demands of circumstance.”).
184. Of course, such criticisms might be leveled at all criminal trials, not simply capital murder cases. Nevertheless, although Sarat does not address this point, it is reasonable to assume that death penalty narratives may impoverish discourse even more than the narratives in a noncapital trial because capital punishment is by its nature irreversible. In this respect, a capital trial implicitly asserts that the narrative reality being conjured in the courtroom is not just preferable but infallible.
185. Paul Schiff Berman, An Anthropological Approach to Modern Forfeiture Law: The Symbolic Function of Legal Actions Against Objects, 11 Yale J.L. & Human. 1, 37 (1999) (“[T]rials not only redress the harm to a community by punishing a guilty individual; they also ‘perform the laws’ so that the community can reenact a sense of its own order and reduct its
penalty context, these grand themes may stand in the way of truly binding society together because so many alternative narratives about crime and punishment are squelched.

By focusing not on the legal niceties of the trial but on the stories told during the legal process, Sarat’s cultural analysis illuminates the ways in which the death penalty may impoverish our discourse about crime, its root causes, and the most effective ways to make society safer. As Sarat observes,

Each narrative of lawless violence—whether of Brooks’s crime or of the abuse he suffered—reminds us of the failure of state violence to guarantee security. Each narrative of violence turns us into anxious citizens caught between a fearful aversion to one kind of violence and a fearful embrace of another.  

According to Sarat, the narratives that capital trials tell actually harm us as a polity and deflect our rhetorical and psychological resources from a more nuanced examination of crime in America.

D. Understanding Law in Popular Culture

The three benefits of a cultural analysis of law I have discussed so far are all linked to a fourth, broader insight: Law is not an autonomous system of rational inquiry, but is instead, as Clifford Geertz observed, “a distinctive manner of imagining the real.” Thus, law operates as much by influencing modes of thought as by determining conduct in any specific case. It is a constitutive part of culture, shaping and determining social relations.

Sarat himself has written elsewhere that “legal meaning is found and invented in the variety of locations and practices that comprise culture, and . . . those locations and practices are themselves encapsulated, though always incompletely, in legal forms, regulations, and symbols.” This
understanding of law and culture as "co-constitutive" permits cultural legal scholars to explore the numerous ways in which legal norms permeate our everyday lives. Indeed, "[l]ong before we ever think about going to a courtroom, we encounter landlords and tenants, husbands and wives, barkeeps and hotel guests—roles that already embed a variety of juridical notions." We cannot escape the categories and discourses that law supplies.

This cultural conception of law clearly is something very broad indeed. Not only does it encompass formal legal rules and procedures, but also "quasi-legal" discourses and practices that sometimes straddle the law/entertainment boundary. These include television court channels, legal talk shows, legal "thriller" novels and films, public memorials and ceremonies (such as the monument to victims of the Oklahoma City bombing or candlelight vigils to build community after hate crimes), and marches on Washington (such as the "Million Mom March" to lobby for stricter handgun regulations). Even more broadly, a cultural analysis of law takes into account the often unnoticed practice of "law talk" in the society at large. Such talk includes abstract (and often inchoate) ideas of street justice, due process, civil disobedience, retribution, deterrence, and rights, all of which are frequently invoked in public discussions and dinner table conversations alike.

Viewing law in this way not only broadens our understanding of law’s role in culture, it also allows us to see that the relationship of law and culture is not unidirectional. Legal categories shape broader social discourse. But at the same time, law talk, diffused throughout society, becomes a source of alternative conceptions of law:

Legality . . . operates through social life as persons and groups deliberately interpret and invoke law’s language, authority, and procedures to organize their lives and manage their relationships. In short, the commonplace operation of law in daily life makes us all legal agents insofar as we actively make law, even when no formal legal agent is involved.

We have already seen the way death penalty jurors interposed their own ideas about the criminal justice system in deliberating about a death sentence. A cultural analysis of law makes clear that this kind of negotiation takes place


194. See supra text accompanying notes 120–134.
constantly, even in more mundane situations, both within formal legal structures and in everyday life.

Naturally, popular culture also is a potential site for generating alternative conceptions of legality. In *When the State Kills*, Sarat spends the last two chapters directly addressing the death penalty as it exists within the pop cultural forms of television and film. In both chapters, his analysis illuminates the possibility that the alternative stories delivered through such powerful media could challenge the hegemony of official legal discourse about the death penalty. First, he wades into the debate about televising executions, arguing both that the survival of capital punishment is largely due to the state’s success in keeping the death penalty invisible and that public exposure to executions might galvanize abolitionist activity. Second, he analyzes three recent films that address the death penalty—*Dead Man Walking*, *Last Dance*, and *The Green Mile*—and concludes that, though these films take ambiguous stances toward capital punishment as a political matter, the cultural politics of the films are conservative because the works do not challenge “the basic categories through which we judge murderers and assess penalties.”

In his discussion of televising executions, Sarat starts from the premise that the public is inevitably implicated in the death penalty whether we are permitted to see the killing or not. He contends:

> [T]he public is always present at an execution . . . as an authorizing audience unseen and unseen, but present nonetheless. This is the haunting reality of state killing in a constitutional democracy. So long as there is capital punishment in the United States, the only question is the terms of our presence. Are we able to see what we do?

He acknowledges the argument that televising executions might result in “a new kind of voyeurism,” but insists that the issue of witnessing the death penalty at work goes beyond “manners.” Rather, he argues that “control over vision is . . . a question of control over execution itself.”

Historically, of course, executions were occasions for large scale public gatherings. As Michel Foucault has pointed out, “[i]n the ceremonies of the public execution, the main character was the people.” But, significantly, the public presence at executions was more than simply an occasion for ghoulish entertainment. Rather, according to Foucault, public participation meant that resistance to the death penalty was possible:
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Preventing an execution that was regarded as unjust, snatching a condemned man from the hands of the executioner, obtaining his pardon by force, possibly pursuing and assaulting the executioners, in any case abusing the judges and causing an uproar against the sentence—all of this formed part of the popular practices that invested, traversed and often overturned the ritual of public execution.203

Thus, the public nature of executions functioned in part to ensure popular sovereignty over the process.

In contrast, the modern American death penalty is almost completely hidden from view, seen only by a small group of witnesses.204 This shift, Sarat asserts, is no mere happenstance. Rather, “limiting the visibility of lawfully imposed death is part of the modern bureaucratization of capital punishment and of the strategy of transforming execution . . . [into] a soothing matter of mere administration.”205 Indeed, making the death penalty invisible to the public may have much the same effect on society at large that it appears to have on jurors: The execution is rendered less tangible, less real, and less a part of our responsibility. Although Sarat’s discussion of victim-impact statements earlier in the book indicates that a desire for vengeance increasingly may be driving the imposition of the death penalty, such vengeance can be exercised more freely, he argues, when the society need not witness the consequences.

Sarat goes further, however, and suggests that the surprising persistence (and popularity) of the death penalty in America may actually be due in large part to this invisibility. He contends that, in a society that had already replaced public punishment and torture with the modern correctional facility, state killing was anachronistic and could only survive through its transformation “from a public to a private affair, from an affair of politics to a matter of administration, and the visual field into which it would be projected had to be circumscribed.”206 Accordingly, opening capital punishment back up to the public might well galvanize opposition to the death penalty itself. Moreover, he argues forcefully that giving the public the ability to view state killing would also allow the public to appropriate and subvert the conventional (and state sanctioned) narratives of capital punishment:

[T]he presence of the camera would signify the flood of thousands, or millions, of uncontrollable looks into the execution chamber. . . . I believe that with those looks would come resistances, demands, assertions of power, some calling for more vengeful pain, some for an end of death imposed in the name of popular sovereignty. Just as jurors renarrate, rework, and supplement the stories presented to
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them, allowing citizens to view state killing would provide for their own creative and unpredictable interpretations of it.\textsuperscript{207}

This may be wishful thinking on Sarat’s part.\textsuperscript{208} After all, television never presents a transparent exposure to “truth” and so the televised execution would itself become a narrative presentation that might or might not galvanize resistance. Indeed, televised executions could impose very powerful visual narratives to structure and construct the meaning of the death penalty. These narratives would be framed by media outlets and by the state itself. Moreover, to the extent that state killing becomes increasingly “medicalized” (through the use of lethal injections) and seemingly less violent, the process might actually be made to appear banal and uncontroversial.

Nevertheless, Sarat likely would support televising executions even if it did not serve his particular instrumental goals. To Sarat, the important point is that state killing is killing in our name and therefore, as a matter of both popular sovereignty and democracy, we must be entitled to take part and witness. Moreover, by opening up the death penalty to the popular gaze, at the very least the state would have somewhat less control over the available narratives. Whereas “bureaucratization smooths the way from the authorizing words to the violent act itself,”\textsuperscript{209} allowing the public to witness executions would inevitably add some element of uncertainly and indeterminacy regarding the political effects of the practice. And to Sarat, anything that disrupts “the attempt to dignify state killing and to reduce it from political spectacle to administrative act”\textsuperscript{210} is worth supporting.

Popular films also have the capacity to provide a source of alternative narratives about the death penalty. Yet, despite the centrality of capital punishment to \textit{Dead Man Walking}, \textit{Last Dance}, and \textit{The Green Mile}, Sarat concludes that, “whatever the intentions of those who made them, \textsuperscript{211} these films enact and depend on a conservative cultural politics.”
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208. Indeed, at least one critic of the death penalty has argued that televising executions would have a deleterious effect. See Wendy Lesser, Pictures at an Execution 141 (1993) (asserting that televised executions turn death into a “pure spectacle, unmediated by the understanding and knowledge that convert spectacle into experience. Far from ‘being there’ with the condemned man, we would be completely outside of him, viewing him as an easily liquidatable object . . . .”). Others argue, as does Sarat, that televising executions should be permitted because it would promote debate. See Jef I. Richards & R. Bruce Easter, Televising Executions: The High-Tech Alternative to Public Hangings, 40 UCLA L. Rev. 381, 417 (1992) (“[T]elevised coverage of executions may create feelings of unrest and anger . . . . [H]owever, these broadcasts probably will promote debate on an issue of high public importance—the death penalty. Thus, the public debate that televised access likely will cause is precisely the reason that the government must allow it . . . .”). For further discussion of this question, see generally Gary N. Howells, et al., Does Viewing a Televised Execution Affect Attitudes Toward Capital Punishment?, 22 Crim. Just. & Behav. 411 (1995).
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ignore the broader social context of crime. In the book, Sarat discusses these films at great length and weaves together a number of different arguments about them. For the purpose of conveying a sense of Sarat’s approach, however, a brief outline of just one of his arguments will suffice.

Sarat observes that all three of these films ask the audience to empathize with a murderer condemned to die. To accomplish this aim, each film pairs the condemned with one other person—a nun, a lawyer, and a prison guard—who functions as a proxy for the audience.\textsuperscript{212} The implicit question is whether we can have as much compassion as the empathetic friend. Do we recognize our shared humanity with these murderers? Do they deserve to die? Thus, as Sarat points out, “the basic structure of viewing is juridical.”\textsuperscript{213} Although none of these films involves a trial, the spectator is invited to judge the protagonist. But, Sarat observes, it is a particular type of juridical role. We judge not the protagonists’ guilt or innocence, but only whether they should be executed. “[W]e sit as if on a jury in the penalty phase of a capital trial deciding who deserves to die and who does not.”\textsuperscript{214}

According to Sarat, this framework serves to distract us from broader questions about criminal responsibility as well as the meaning of state killing. Instead, the films focus “intently on the question of whether a single person deserves to die for his crimes and on the simplifying effort to distinguish evil from good, the redeemable from those who cannot be saved.”\textsuperscript{215} Sarat argues that this focus encourages the viewer to accept the legal and political status quo.

For example, none of the films explores the systemic social conditions that are commonly the subject of defense narratives at the penalty phase of the capital trial.\textsuperscript{216} Instead, these films substitute an emphasis on personal character and responsibility. Sarat observes: “To the extent these films contain an explanation of crime and a justification for punishment, they locate it in the autonomous choices of particular people.”\textsuperscript{217} Moreover, Sarat argues that, because the structuring question in each of these films is whether or not the protagonist “deserves” to die, the films send two implicit messages: “[F]irst, citizens can, and will, be held responsible for their acts; second, they can, and should, internalize and accept responsibility.”\textsuperscript{218}

This emphasis on individual responsibility, according to Sarat, renders the underlying messages of the films conservative. For example, in \textit{Dead Man Walking}, Sister Helen Prejean, a nun who has befriended Poncelet, the condemned man, asks him why he committed the murder for which he is to be executed. When Poncelet begins to offer reasons, she rejects them and insists
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that he must take individual responsibility for the choices he made. She tells him: “Don’t blame [your accomplice]. You blame him. You blame drugs. You blame the government. You blame blacks. . . . You blame the kids for being there. What about Matthew Poncelet? Is he just an innocent, a victim?”219 These questions are, of course, almost precisely the same ones that the prosecution in the Brooks trial asked of the social worker.220 And, as we saw in the discussion of that trial, the film’s focus on individual responsibility inevitably deflects attention from broader systemic questions of social structure, environment, or even a challenge to the idea of rational free will itself.

Thus, Sarat argues that Dead Man Walking, Last Dance, and The Green Mile repeatedly employ categories, such as agency, will, and responsibility, “the meaning[s] of which [are] at issue in contemporary culture wars.”221 In such a simplified view of individual responsibility, the harsh childhood of the killer is permitted to “’mitigate’ the crime or to provide ‘extenuating’ circumstances; these experiences are not treated as violences that enter into the very crystallization of the perpetrator’s will.”222 According to Sarat, instead of questioning the adequacy of our criminal justice categories, these films “are grounded on the notion of a responsible person as the proper object of punishment . . . someone caught up in simplifying narratives of good and evil.”223 Accordingly, the fundamental ways in which we judge murderers and assess penalties remain unscathed.

Whether one agrees with Sarat’s particular conclusions or not, his reading of these films illuminates the ways in which such cultural products both reflect and reinforce the legal categories implicit in societal discourse about crime and punishment, categories that appear again and again, not only in death penalty trials, but in public debate as well. Indeed, the narratives of the films repeat the standard prosecution narrative of individual agency and responsibility that Sarat describes in his discussion of the Brooks trial. These narratives (one from pop culture and one from the courtroom) therefore serve to reinforce each other and become cultural “truth.” Thus, law and culture are inevitably intertwined, and law resides not only in the recognizably coercive acts of the state, but also in the language we take for granted when we conceptualize our ideas about innocence, guilt, and individual agency.

Moreover, such conceptions can either be reinforced or subverted by the narratives present in our cultural products, such as television and film. Although Sarat finds that Dead Man Walking, Last Dance, and The Green Mile fall short of providing a truly subversive counternarrative to our accepted cultural categories about crime, one could easily imagine a powerful film that
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might someday do so. In addition, the broad dissemination of images of executions through the media might also become a site for future contestation. Whether such alternative narratives will emerge in the specific context of the death penalty debate is unclear. Nevertheless, by expanding the canvas on which we see the reach of law, a cultural analysis refuses to accept law’s claim that its domain is limited only to official legal discourse. Rather, law is embedded in popular culture, as well as in our everyday conversations, our cognitive categories, and our sense of “folk justice.” And, as with the three benefits of cultural legal study already discussed, an understanding of the relationship of law and popular culture, if taken seriously, not only provides a useful field of study in its own right, it also inevitably poses new avenues for consideration when thinking about a host of legal policy questions, from the use of cameras in the courtroom, to the admissibility of a broader range of narratives at trial, to the televising of executions, to the educative or rhetorical role of judicial decisions.

CONCLUSION

A cultural analysis of law insists that we recognize the subtle ways in which law operates to construct our understanding of the world and what we take to be the “natural” order of things. Even after decades of interdisciplinary exploration and development, this is still not the approach to legal study most often taught in law schools or discussed in law journal articles. Although there may be only a few remaining true believers in legal formalism, most law teaching and scholarship continues to focus on arguments pitched firmly within the parameters of legal doctrine. Nevertheless, space for a cultural lens has gradually opened up within the legal academy. As Robert Post observed a decade ago:

We have long been accustomed to think of law as something apart. The grand ideals of justice, of impartiality and fairness, have seemed to remove law from the ordinary, disordered paths of life. For this reason efforts to unearth connections between law and culture have appeared vaguely tinged with exposé, as though the idol were revealed to have merely human feet. In recent years, with a firmer sense of the encompassing inevitability of culture, the scandal has diminished, and the enterprise of actually tracing the uneasy relationship of law to culture has begun in earnest.224

This cultural analysis, properly understood, need not be an enterprise wholly independent of doctrinally based legal scholarship or teaching; rather, it is a fundamental part of any well rounded analysis of legal doctrine.225

Austin Sarat’s wide ranging discussion of the death penalty in America

---

225. Of course, serious attention to the relationship between law and culture also undoubtedly transforms doctrinal analyses to some degree, but given the usefulness and importance of cultural analysis, this seems to be a salutary development.
attempts to trace the relationship of law to culture on the terrain of one of America’s most contested social practices. In so doing, he shows us how fruitful such an analysis can be. Instead of simply hashing out questions of policy as if the categories of the debate were fixed and stable, his approach seeks to identify what the cultural assumptions underlying the categories are, how they became fixed, and how these unstated categories circumscribe the range of possible approaches we consider. This cultural analysis understands that law is more than the recognizable ways in which the state regulates behavior. Rather, “[l]aw is part of the everyday world, contributing powerfully to the apparently stable, taken-for-granted quality of that world and to the generally shared sense that as things are, so must they be.”

A cultural approach to legal study, as Paul Kahn has emphasized, is important in and of itself because it allows scholars to understand law more fully and illuminate law as a branch of meaning-making to be explored just as any other field of human endeavor. Nevertheless, interdisciplinary legal scholars need not limit their contributions to such descriptive projects. After all, a cultural analysis of law also contributes to doctrinally based legal scholarship by providing new perspectives, new tools for generating normative policies, and new ways to tackle old debates.

Indeed, the conclusion to When the State Kills is strongly normative. Sarat suggests that those opposed to the death penalty should abandon the focus on the immorality of state killing, a focus that has been defined in large part by the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishments.” Instead, he argues that abolitionists would do well to emphasize that the death penalty simply cannot be administered in a manner compatible with the commitment to fair and equal treatment embodied in the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of due process.

This alternative focus takes its cue from U.S. Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun’s famous renunciation of the death penalty toward the end of his time on the bench. In 1994, Blackmun, who twenty-two years previously had refused to find that capital punishment violated the Eighth Amendment, completed a slow transformation away from this early embrace of the death penalty by stating flatly that “[f]rom this day forward, I no longer shall tinker with the machinery of death.”

Blackmun started from the premise that capital punishment “must be imposed fairly, and with reasonable consistency, or not at all.” Such
reasonable consistency would require “that the death penalty be inflicted evenhandedly, in accordance with reason and objective standards, rather than by whim, caprice, or prejudice.” Thus,

[w]e hope . . . that the defendant whose life is at risk will be represented by competent counsel—someone who is inspired by the awareness that a less than vigorous defense truly could have fatal consequences for the defendant. We hope that the attorney will investigate all aspects of the case, follow all evidentiary and procedural rules, and appear before a judge who is still committed to the protection of defendants’ rights—even now, as the prospect of meaningful judicial oversight has diminished. In the same vein, we hope that the prosecution, in urging the penalty of death, will have exercised its discretion wisely, free from bias, prejudice, or political motive, and will be humbled, rather than emboldened, by the awesome authority conferred by the State.

Yet, according to Blackmun, “our collective conscience will remain uneasy” because, “despite the effort of the States and courts to devise legal formulas and procedural rules to meet this daunting challenge, the death penalty remains fraught with arbitrariness, discrimination, caprice, and mistake.”

Although Blackmun’s rhetoric was powerful in and of itself, Sarat argues that the significance of Blackmun’s opinion is that it points to a new way of framing opposition to the death penalty.

Blackmun’s abolitionism found its locus in neither liberal humanism nor radicalism nor religious doctrine, nor in the defense of the most indefensible among us. It is, instead, firmly rooted in the mainstream legal values of due process and equal protection and in a deep concern with what state killing does to the condition of America. Blackmun did not reject the death penalty because of its violence, argue against its appropriateness as a response to heinous criminals, or criticize its futility as a tool in the war against crime. Instead, he shifted the rhetorical grounds.

Thus, Blackmun did not question the abstract legitimacy of state killing; he simply conceded that “the death penalty experiment has failed.” Moreover, he concluded that “no combination of procedural rules or substantive regulations ever can save the death penalty from its inherent constitutional deficiencies.” According to Blackmun, “The basic question—does the system accurately and consistently determine which defendants ‘deserve’ to die?—cannot be answered in the affirmative.”
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In Sarat’s view, Blackmun’s opinion permits abolitionists to “change the subject from the legitimacy of execution to the imperatives of due process, from the philosophical merits of killing the killers to the sociological question of the impact of state killing on our politics, law, and culture.” Accordingly, Sarat returns to the normative argument he has been pursuing from the beginning: that the death penalty should be resisted because of its effect on American society. And he appears to suggest that the Fourteenth Amendment due process concerns raised by Justice Blackmun provide a legal framework for making that argument.

Sarat’s focus on “the sociological question of the impact of state killing on our politics, law, and culture,” of course, extends far beyond the set of concerns traditionally encompassed within legal conceptions of due process, and as a strictly doctrinal matter he is probably stretching the Blackmun position. Moreover, it is an interesting irony that Sarat, who throughout the book has explored the ways in which social conceptions of reality are influenced by legal categories, should ultimately adopt an argument that is itself defined by the categories of the U.S. Constitution. Sarat might respond that he is seizing on the Fourteenth Amendment simply because, in the current political climate, a due process argument is likely to be the most successful legal/political hook for advocating the abolition of the death penalty. Thus, in the end, it appears that law constrains even the way in which a cultural analysis must be framed if it is to be “successful” in changing policy (which in turn supports Sarat’s point that legal categories help to define the range of narratives that are deployed throughout society).

More importantly, his arguments, whether or not they turn out to be legally cognizable under the Fourteenth Amendment, demonstrate that a cultural analysis of law can generate discussion about precisely the sorts of normative policy questions favored by doctrinally oriented legal scholarship. For example, many of the issues Sarat explores might never arise except through an analysis of capital punishment that attends to the intertwined relationship between law and culture. Thus, although cultural analysis can and must view itself as a body of knowledge about society that exists independently from questions of legal doctrine, it need not be limited only to such an independent existence. Rather, as Sarat’s book makes clear, a cultural analysis of law also has much to contribute to normative debates about legal doctrine and social policy.

Indeed, Sarat’s fundamental argument is that capital punishment actually diminishes democracy itself and that a cultural analysis of the death penalty demonstrates the ways in which the practice erodes our central democratic and legal values: “State killing diminishes us by damaging our democracy, legitimating vengeance, intensifying racial divisions, and distracting us from the challenges that the new century poses for America. It promises simple solutions to complex problems and offers up moral simplicity in a morally
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ambiguous world."240 Sarat’s vision of democracy, while not spelled out in
detail, seems premised on the idea that broad ranging discourse is essential and
that we therefore need our social institutions to allow maximum space for
contestation among multiple points of view. To Sarat, democracy appears to
be a mode of public dialogue as much as it is a system of allocating
governmental authority. Thus, democracy takes on a kind of Arendtian quality
as a space of public encounter241 in which we must continually enter into
complex negotiations with the world’s ambiguities, aim to broaden our
framework of analysis and perspective, and recognize that politics (or law) is a
terrain of engagement among multiple competing cultural perspectives.242
Capital punishment and its accompanying narratives, in contrast, impoverish
discourse and efface ambiguity.243

This conception of democracy also provides an additional justification for
the very cultural analysis of law Sarat deploys. When the State Kills
is concerned that the simplification and reduction of complex social phenomena
through limiting narratives will close down the democratic negotiation of
moral ambiguity. As this Essay has observed, a cultural study of law similarly
allows us to resist the potentially simplifying narratives of doctrinal legal
analysis by complicating our assumptions about the relationship of law to
society. Thus, by broadening our understanding of where law is and how it
operates, cultural analysis can itself be seen as supporting a more democratic
societal discourse.
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243. One wonders, of course, what would happen if this view of democracy came into
tension with more conventional democratic concerns about governmental legitimacy and power.
For example, what if an autocrat, ignoring the overwhelming will of the populace and the wishes
of the legislature, abolished the death penalty by executive order? Such a move might be seen as
antidemocratic in one sense, but it also might help foster the sort of nuanced understanding of
crime and punishment that Sarat seems to associate with successful democratic discourse.
The particular cultural analysis contained in When the State Kills could usefully be developed in future scholarship. Both because Sarat is aiming his book at a popular audience and because he chooses to address many different aspects of the death penalty in America, he necessarily sacrifices some detail. For example, though he repeatedly argues for an approach to crime that does not rely so heavily on the assumption of individual free will, he provides only generalizations about the sort of alternative analysis he has in mind. Similarly, his discussion of victim-impact statements as a return to private vengeance seems overly simplistic. After all, there might be some cultural value in allowing the narratives of community members to be heard more directly in the legal process. Indeed, Sarat argues elsewhere that executions should be televised because public participation in the process could generate alternative narratives for understanding or resisting the death penalty.²⁴⁴ Likewise, it seems possible that the call for community participation in criminal trials could also ultimately make trials more of a forum for alternative narratives about crime and punishment. Finally, I was disappointed not to see more empirical research.²⁴⁵ Sarat’s interviews with capital jurors comprise perhaps the most interesting section of the book, but a number of the chapters are surprisingly dominated by doctrinal analyses of judicial decisions. If Sarat truly wishes to show how state killing affects our democracy, our categories for conceptualizing crime and punishment, our race relations, and our understanding of moral complexity, we need a more detailed mapping of how the death penalty affects everyday social attitudes.²⁴⁶ In short, if we are to understand fully what the death penalty does “to us,” as Sarat keeps insisting we should, then “we” need to be more present in the analysis.

Nevertheless, a book that points the way toward future fruitful avenues of
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research can hardly be faulted for failing to pursue fully each and every one of these paths. And I have confidence that subsequent cultural analyses of the death penalty, whether by Sarat or others, will excavate the terrain this book leaves unexplored.

More importantly, we should celebrate the two significant successes of *When the State Kills*. First, Sarat develops a context for discussing the death penalty in America that eschews the traditional moral and political debates and instead focuses our attention on the broader cultural effects of state killing and the system that supports it. Second, he demonstrates the value of approaching legal issues through a cultural lens, both as a significant source of knowledge about how law makes us who we are as a people and as a contribution to normative debates about legal doctrine and policy. Thus, by introducing a popular audience to the core insights of cultural and legal analysis and then showing why those insights are relevant to public policy, Sarat has helped to advance both an interdisciplinary academic field and an important societal debate. One could hardly ask for more than that.